WHY DATA CENTER EVOLVED?

Until recently, data center operators believed that power, ping, and pipe was sufficient - and it was. The data center market has changed. Now many enterprises face:

- An increasingly diverse and growing quantity of workloads
- Managing support across a fragmented vendor landscape

Imagine a data center where colocation, public cloud and private cloud environments work in harmony.

Welcome to the data center evolved.

- The infrastructure, people and frameworks that allow you to configure the solution that best fits your business needs
- A flexible customer-centric integration of locations, platforms, solutions, and service
- A quality of service that ties it all together made clear in our sophisticated Customer Portal with real-time insights on your solutions.

OUR OFFERINGS

SALES TEAM

PROVISIONING

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

MONITOR & PROACTIVE CARE

SUPPORT SERVICES

DataBank Customer Team

WHY DATABANK?

LOCATIONS

Our national reach of data centers gets you the right fit for your needs without sacrificing service or support.

PLATFORMS

Don’t settle. Best in class colocation, hybrid, cloud and connectivity under one carrier-dense roof.

SOLUTIONS

Managed services are the economical way to scale your business. Managed cloud, internet, compliance.

SERVICE

Datacenter staffed 24/7/365 with U.S. based responsive support engineers. Proactive service methods takes the burden off your team.
THE DATABANK PORTAL

CLARITY AND CONTROL

Imagine having everyone, and everything, connected in one simple-to-use management portal. The DataBank Customer Portal gives you and your team real-time analytics into performance, security, compliance, tickets, devices, and more. Communication and clarity truly enhance your Colocation solution. Your mission critical infrastructure functions 24/7/365, and our support team is right there with you – never missing a beat.

FULL SPECTRUM SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE EXPERTISE

Strategically located data centers with robust connectivity, highly redundant infrastructure, priority power grid access and strong structural security.

Service you can count on:
• 100% Uptime SLA
• Round-the-clock Support
• Physical and virtual security
• Amenities to keep you and your team productive and comfortable

Contact us for a consultation, a quote or a tour. No hard sell, no over promising, just exceptional service and uncompromising performance.

sales@databank.com
800.840.7533

www.databank.com
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